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REVIEW ARTICLE

The histotripsy spectrum: differences and similarities in techniques and
instrumentation

Randall P. Williamsa,b , Julianna C. Simonc , Vera A. Khokhlovab,d , Oleg A. Sapozhnikovb,d and
Tatiana D. Khokhlovaa,b

aDivision of Gastroenterology, Department of Medicine, University of Washington, Seattle, WA, USA; bCenter for Industrial and Medical
Ultrasound, Applied Physics Laboratory, University of Washington, Seattle, WA, USA; cGraduate Program in Acoustics, The Pennsylvania
State University, University Park, PA, USA; dDepartment of Acoustics, Physics Faculty, Moscow State University, Moscow, Russia

ABSTRACT
Since its inception about two decades ago, histotripsy – a non-thermal mechanical tissue ablation
technique – has evolved into a spectrum of methods, each with distinct potentiating physical mecha-
nisms: intrinsic threshold histotripsy, shock-scattering histotripsy, hybrid histotripsy, and boiling histo-
tripsy. All methods utilize short, high-amplitude pulses of focused ultrasound delivered at a low duty
cycle, and all involve excitation of violent bubble activity and acoustic streaming at the focus to frac-
tionate tissue down to the subcellular level. The main differences are in pulse duration, which spans
microseconds to milliseconds, and ultrasound waveform shape and corresponding peak acoustic pres-
sures required to achieve the desired type of bubble activity. In addition, most types of histotripsy rely
on the presence of high-amplitude shocks that develop in the pressure profile at the focus due to
nonlinear propagation effects. Those requirements, in turn, dictate aspects of the instrument design,
both in terms of driving electronics, transducer dimensions and intensity limitations at surface, shape
(primarily, the F-number) and frequency. The combination of the optimized instrumentation and the
bio-effects from bubble activity and streaming on different tissues, lead to target clinical applications
for each histotripsy method. Here, the differences and similarities in the physical mechanisms and
resulting bioeffects of each method are reviewed and tied to optimal instrumentation and clinical
applications.
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1. Introduction

Histotripsy is a pulsed high intensity focused ultrasound
(HIFU) method that is mediated by bubble activity and leads
to mechanical disintegration of tissue or other material, such
as blood clots, large hematomas, or abscesses, at the focus
down to subcellular level. The term histotripsy (from histo –
soft tissue and tripsis – to break) was coined at the
University of Michigan where the technique was first demon-
strated [1–3]. Over two decades, the field of histotripsy has
dramatically progressed and expanded to include a variety of
distinct techniques illustrated in Figure 1. All techniques
have the same ultimate effect of tissue liquefaction, and all
use very short (microseconds to milliseconds) HIFU pulses
delivered at low (typically under 2–3%) duty cycles to avoid
heat accumulation and thermal damage. The differences are
in the specifics of bubble nucleation and dynamics and
therefore in the pulse durations, acoustic pressure levels,
degrees of nonlinear waveform distortion, and aspects of
transducer design and driving electronics, which are required
to achieve specific histotripsy conditions. The purpose of this

review is to highlight the distinctive features of each tech-
nique and ways in which those features are enabling certain
applications of histotripsy. As such, it is by no means an
exhaustive review on any one technique or applications
thereof; for that, please see prior reviews on the sub-
ject [4,5].

This review is also limited to ‘endogenous’ histotripsy, i.e.,
without the use of any extraneously administered ultrasound
contrast agents or cavitation nuclei such as nanodroplets,
nanoparticles, and microbubbles [6–8]. The field of contrast-
enhanced histotripsy has dramatically expanded recently,
and its thorough analysis would be impossible within the
confines of the current review.

Historically, shock-scattering histotripsy was the first tech-
nique to be discovered; its feasibility has been shown in ex
vivo tissues and in vivo, and the underlying bubble dynamics
have been investigated [2,3,9]. Shock-scattering histotripsy
uses bursts of HIFU consisting of 3–20 cycles at peak output
powers sufficient for attaining high-amplitude shock fronts at
the focus and peak negative pressures of approximately
20–25MPa. Within each burst, a dense cloud of bubbles a
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few millimeters in size is formed [9]. The subsequent violent
collapse of bubbles in this cloud imposes high transient
shear strain and stress on the adjacent cells and tissue struc-
tures and leads to their rupture. Accumulation of this dam-
age over multiple collapses ultimately leads to the
disintegration of tissue down to the level of peptide slurry
within the focal region of the beam.

Boiling histotripsy was first reported in 2009 [10,11], and
termed as such in 2014 [12]. Boiling histotripsy uses longer –
1–20 milliseconds – bursts of HIFU, at lower peak output
powers compared to shock-scattering histotripsy, but suffi-
cient to reach the formation of shock fronts with >40MPa
amplitude at the focus. Enhanced heat deposition through
absorption at the shocks leads to rapid elevation of tempera-
ture up to 100 �C in a very localized volume at the focus
within a few milliseconds, which in turn leads to the gener-
ation of a vapor bubble [13]. The interaction of this vapor
bubble with the remaining cycles of the burst leads to tissue
fractionation through a number of physical mechanisms
[11,14–16]. The peak negative focal pressure used in boiling
histotripsy is within 9–19MPa, and is ideally kept low to
avoid initiating prefocal cavitation that can shield the focus
from shock waves [17].

Intrinsic threshold histotripsy was first reported in 2014
[18] and was originally termed microtripsy due to the
emphasis on producing small, sub ultrasound wavelength
bubble clouds and corresponding lesions. In subsequent
works, this regime was optimized for ablation of larger vol-
umes using higher pressures and lower frequencies [19,20],
thus the ‘intrinsic threshold’ or ‘homogenous nucleation’ ter-
minology appeared more appropriate. This regime uses
extremely short HIFU pulses, < 2 cycles and ideally as close
to only one rarefaction half-cycle as possible, with very high
peak negative pressure that exceeds the threshold for the
formation and explosive growth of bubbles from nano-scale
nuclei that are intrinsic to a medium. In water-based tissues
this threshold is within a 25–30MPa range [21], and a cavita-
tion cloud forms only within the focal region where the cavi-
tation threshold is exceeded. While tissues are inherently
heterogenous, the study of spontaneous nucleation was first
investigated in homogeneous media, and, as a result, the

process has also become known as homogeneous nucleation
[22]. Both shock-scattering histotripsy and intrinsic threshold
histotripsy are together often referred to as ‘cavitation cloud
histotripsy’ in the literature. Keeping peak compressional
pressures low and avoiding the formation of shock fronts are
preferred in this histotripsy regime to maximize the large
tensile pressure phase at the focus.

The most recent regime of histotripsy, first reported in
2016 [23–24], uses pulse durations of hundreds of microsec-
onds and acoustic output levels in between shock-scattering
and boiling histotripsy. This regime has been termed as
‘hybrid histotripsy’ [25]. The HIFU focal waveforms used in
those studies contained shock fronts that were insufficient to
achieve boiling temperature within a single pulse but were
confirmed to lead to moderate tissue temperature increase,
which was hypothesized to promote the nucleation and
growth of cavitation bubbles that ultimately potentiated the
formation of clouds. Furthermore, due to gradual heat accu-
mulation over multiple pulses, the formation of vapor bub-
bles could be also achieved after a few seconds of exposure
and contribute to tissue fractionation.

It is important to mention here that while histotripsy tech-
niques have been termed as such and developed fairly
recently, tissue fractionation using similar pulsed HIFU
regimes has been reported on previously but were not
termed histotripsy. One of the first examples of histotripsy
dates back to 1994 [26], where rabbit liver tissue was fractio-
nated (although not completely) by cavitation induced by
short high-amplitude shock waves resembling a cross
between intrinsic threshold and shock-scattering histotripsy.
In another study, 40ms HIFU pulses with shock fronts were
used to liquefy subcutaneously grafted MC-38 colon adeno-
carcinoma tumors in mice and trigger systemic anti-tumor
immune response [27]; this regime was termed M-HIFU and
most likely represented a variation of boiling histotripsy.

As mentioned above, complete tissue fractionation with-
out discernable thermal effects is similar across the histo-
tripsy spectrum, as long as the time-averaged acoustic
power deposited into tissue – a combination of peak power
and duty cycle - remains under certain limits. If those limits
are exceeded, the viscous heating associated with large

Figure 1. Histotripsy techniques and associated representative acoustic parameters. The year refers to the time when each technique was first reported in litera-
ture, but not yet necessarily termed the way it is currently known. HIFU transducer F-number is the ratio of its radius of curvature (focal length) to the aperture
diameter. The first two types are typically used at frequencies less than 1MHz, and last two at frequencies higher than 1MHz.
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velocity gradients of the tissue involved in rapid movement
during bubble collapses and HIFU absorption by prefocal tis-
sue cannot be compensated by heat diffusion and lead to
heat accumulation inside and around the lesion [11,28,29].
This heat buildup leads, first, to the contents of the lesion
being partially denatured and becoming ‘paste-like’, and the
rim of the lesion becoming heat-fixed – at its extreme, the
lesion becomes completely solid and denatured, with large
vacuoles [1,28,30,31]. While thermal effects are typically
avoided in histotripsy, mild temperature elevations may
potentially be beneficial in certain applications involving, for
example, breakdown of tissues high in collagen [32], where
mild heat or mild hyperthermia softens adjacent tissues to
stimulate immune responses.

An important aspect of the bioeffects induced by histo-
tripsy is differential sensitivity of tissues to histotripsy-medi-
ated destruction: connective tissue structures and tissues
high in collagen and elastin are more resistant to fraction-
ation than cells [32–37]. This is beneficial in applications
where sparing of critical structures – blood vessels, nerves,
ducts, organ capsules – adjacent to or present inside of the
region to be ablated is important. However, this is a chal-
lenge in applications where the tough, fibrous tissue, e.g.,
ligaments, cartilage or fibrous tumors like uterine fibroids or
benign prostate hyperplasia, is itself the target of interven-
tion. Some histotripsy pulsing parameters, sometimes even
within the same histotripsy technique, were shown to be
more efficient at liquefying such tissues than others, which
will be reviewed in more detail in corresponding sections
below.

2. Physical mechanisms potentiating histotripsy
methods

Representative focal pressure waveforms, axial beam profiles,
and schematic illustrations of the bubble clouds are shown
in Figure 2 for intrinsic threshold histotripsy, shock-scattering
histotripsy, and boiling histotripsy. Differences between the
methods, along with hybrid histotripsy, are presented in the
following sections.

2.1. Intrinsic threshold histotripsy

In intrinsic threshold histotripsy, bubbles form and grow
explosively in the target medium when the peak negative
pressure (p-) in the tensile phase of the very short (<¼2
cycles) HIFU pulse exceeds a value termed ‘intrinsic thresh-
old’, as illustrated Figure 2(a). The intrinsic threshold pre-
dicted for pure water based on classical nucleation theory is
greater than 130MPa [38,39], much higher than p- achievable
in therapeutic ultrasound. However, the presence of intrinsic
cavitation nuclei – ubiquitous nano- and sub-nanoscale inho-
mogeneities which may always be expected to be present in
a medium – reduces the threshold by an order of magni-
tude. While it would be reasonable to expect that a perfectly
pure liquid would contain no such nuclei, a wealth of experi-
mental evidence and modeling suggest that ion-stabilized
bubbles, thermodynamic fluctuations of the equilibrium

state, or even cosmic rays [22,40] can create nuclei which
can serve to induce cavitation when stimulated. Experiments
attempting to remove intrinsic nuclei from water by multiple
purifications have not been successful [40–42], supporting
the idea that they are indeed intrinsic to the medium.

Cavitation is a stochastic process, meaning that the forma-
tion of a cavitation bubble in response to an applied acous-
tic pulse is associated with a finite probability. Accordingly,
the intrinsic cavitation threshold was defined as the value of
p- above which the probability of generating a cavitation
bubble cloud exceeds 50% in response to a pulse with a sin-
gle dominant tensile phase. Measured values of the intrinsic
threshold in filtered, degassed water range from about 25 to
28MPa [21,43], which agree with reported cavitation thresh-
olds measured in water by non-acoustic means [41]. In
water-based tissues, thresholds are between about 25MPa
and 30MPa, and are largely insensitive to the ultrasound fre-
quency within 345 kHz to 2MHz range and tissue stiffness
within 1.1 kPa to 570 kPa [21,43,44]. The thresholds are much
lower for adipose tissues with values reported between
10MPa and 17MPa [21,45]. Paradoxically, while adipose tis-
sue comprises roughly 80% triglycerides, the intrinsic thresh-
old for olive oil (nearly 100% triglycerides), is greater than
36MPa, thus it was hypothesized that lipid/water interfaces
abundant in adipose tissue are responsible for its lower
intrinsic threshold [21]. Another tissue parameter that is
known to decrease the intrinsic threshold is temperature: for
instance, in water the threshold decreases from roughly
30MPa at 10 �C to 15MPa at 90 �C [46].

A bubble cloud formed by intrinsic threshold histotripsy is
consistently localized to within the region of the HIFU beam
where the intrinsic threshold is exceeded [18,20], as illus-
trated in Figure 2(b, c). Outside this region, no bubbles form,
and the clouds induced in this manner do not migrate, pro-
viding for high spatial selectivity and ways to generate
lesions as small as half of the �6dB beamwidth of the trans-
ducer, and larger lesions – at higher output power [47]. This
control of the bubble cloud also avoids any off-target dam-
age by the side lobes, as long as p- in the focal lobe is above
the threshold and below it in the sidelobes. The length and
width of the focal lobe are inversely proportional to the
HIFU frequency and highly dependent on the focusing angle
or F-number of the transducer, defined as the ratio of the
focal distance to the width of the aperture. Observations of
bubble clouds in water-based gel phantoms show that the
intrinsic threshold is insensitive to the transducer F-number
within the 0.51–0.89 range but the density of the clouds is
greatly reduced as the F-number increases, resulting in less
effective fractionation [48]. This effect is attributed to a phe-
nomenon known as bubble-induced pressure saturation – a
temporary reduction in tensile pressure in the vicinity of a
formed bubble causing p- to drop below the intrinsic thresh-
old for a short distance as the pulse propagates through the
focal lobe [49]. More sharply focused transducers alleviate
this issue because they provide a higher spatial rate of pres-
sure increase as the pulse propagates to the focus [48]. The
second motivation for using strongly focused transducers is
to avoid nonlinear propagation effects that distort the HIFU
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Figure 2. Comparison of typical focal pressure waveforms (top row), free-field axial beam profiles (middle row), and resulting bubble distributions for intrinsic
threshold histotripsy (left column), shock-scattering histotripsy (middle column), and boiling histotripsy (right column). for intrinsic threshold histotripsy, a short
pulse is generated with a single dominant tensile pressure cycle exceeding the intrinsic threshold. Both shock-scattering histotripsy and boiling histotripsy utilize
focal pressure waveforms containing high amplitude shocks at the focus, and a bubble cloud forms due to interaction of the shocks with an initially formed (inci-
dental) bubble. In shock-scattering histotripsy, the initial bubble forms in response to one or more tensile phases of the excitation pressure, while shock-induced
heating causes the primary vapor bubble to form in boiling histotripsy. Note that the bubbles have not been drawn to scale.

Figure 3. Examples of transducers used for intrinsic threshold histotripsy (a, b), shock-scattering histotripsy (c, d), and boiling histotripsy (e, f, g). subfigures (a) and
(b) are modified from [75] and [73], respectively, and are licensed under a creative commons attribution license (CC by 4.0).
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pressure waveform in a way that reduces p- and increases
pþ. The degree of nonlinear distortion of ultrasound wave-
forms increases with both pressure amplitude and propaga-
tion length. In HIFU beams this distortion occurs primarily
over the length of the focal lobe, thus the shorter it is (i.e.,
more focused transducers, lower F-number), the less pro-
nounced nonlinear effects will be for a given focal p- [50–52].
Furthermore, the focal gain of a transducer, defined as the
ratio of peak focal pressure to that at the transducer surface,
scales inversely with F-number, and thus using more focused
transducers better facilitates achieving pressures exceeding
the intrinsic threshold.

Apart from avoiding thermal effects, keeping pulse repeti-
tion frequency (PRF) low in intrinsic threshold histotripsy
exposures is important for another reason: if the period
between successive pulses is too short, the cavitation bub-
bles will not have time to fully dissolve back into the tissue
and may re-occur in the same locations in subsequent pulses
[53]. This effect is known as cavitation memory and can
adversely impact the homogeneity of the fractionated region.
The amount of time required for the bubbles to fully dissolve
back into the tissue depends on the characteristics of the
bubbles and the properties of the medium. A recent study
using agarose gel phantoms reported that as the PRF was
increased from 1Hz to 1 kHz, the bubble density was
reduced and the locations of bubbles were more correlated
from pulse to pulse [54]. While studies have shown that it
can take up to 1 s for cavitation bubbles to completely dis-
solve in water-based tissues, [21,43] using such a low PRF
would result in excessively long treatment time. Solutions to
this issue include consecutive electronic steering of the HIFU
beam over a volume of locations to reduce the PRF encoun-
tered at each location [19] and low-amplitude pulses inter-
spersed between histotripsy pulses to merge and dissolve
the residual bubbles [55].

2.2. Shock-scattering histotripsy

Shock-scattering histotripsy uses longer (3–20 cycles) pulses
at a reduced p- compared to the intrinsic threshold regime,
but containing high-amplitude shock fronts to generate large
bubble clouds [9]. An example focal pressure waveform is
shown in Figure 2(d). The process of cloud formation
involves so-called incidental bubbles [9,43] that can form at
p- an order of magnitude smaller than the intrinsic threshold
[56]. During the first 1–2 cycles of a shock-scattering histo-
tripsy pulse, one or more such incidental bubbles are formed
within the focal region. When the next shock front in the
pulse arrives at the location of the incidental bubble, and if
the bubble is large compared to the spatial thickness of the
shock (e.g., 100 mm vs. 70 nm in water [57]), its wall acts as a
pressure-release surface for the incoming shock front and
reflects it with inverted polarity. This inverted wave then
adds constructively to the next tensional phase arriving from
the transducer, and, if the net p- exceeds the intrinsic thresh-
old, more bubbles form proximally to the original bubble.
These bubbles, in turn, serve as a pressure release surface for
the next arriving shock front, and the bubble cloud

continues to grow toward the HIFU source with each succes-
sive shock front, until it either reaches a point where the
total p- no longer exceeds the intrinsic threshold or the pulse
ends. This process is schematically illustrated in Figure 2(e, f).

Thus, the shock-scattering mechanism allows for gener-
ation of a much larger bubble cloud, using lower pressures
and less focused (higher F-number) transducers compared to
intrinsic threshold histotripsy. On the other hand, the struc-
ture of the bubble cloud becomes more complex, and is
dependent not only on the distribution of peak negative
pressure, but also on HIFU frequency, number of excitation
cycles, nonlinear asymmetry of the waveform, and the distri-
bution of incidental nuclei in the medium. As a result, there
is a greater variation between histotripsy initiation values
reported in the literature; with the values of p- ranging
between 15 and 24MPa in degassed water [41,57], and
between 13.5MPa and 27MPa for water-based tissues
[21,58]. In particular, the growth of the initial bubble from
which the process of shock scattering begins is influenced
by multiple factors. Unlike the intrinsic threshold, that is
nearly independent of the HIFU frequency, the incidental
threshold was found to decrease at lower frequencies
[43,47]. Longer pulses also increase the probability of inci-
dental bubble formation through increasing the likelihood
that a suitable nucleus will be located within the focal area,
and that it will grow to a size sufficient for effective shock
scattering through the process of rectified diffusion [59].

Multiple studies have examined the effect of tissue mech-
anical properties on the threshold for and damage induced
by shock-scattering histotripsy. A study by Vlaisavljevich
et al. [58] investigated the threshold required to induce
shock-scattering histotripsy in gel phantoms and ex vivo por-
cine tissues with different mechanical stiffnesses, quantified
by the Young’s modulus. It was seen that for tissues with
stiffnesses below 25 kPa (lung, fat, kidney, liver, heart, muscle,
and skin), the threshold was increased along with the stiff-
ness of the sample from 1.6MPa to 25MPa, while the thresh-
old reached a plateau of 25MPa to 30MPa for tissues with
Young’s moduli at 25 kPa or higher – cartilage, tongue, and
tendon. The results suggest that for the tissues with higher
stiffness, cavitation was initiated primarily by the negative
pressure of the incident wave, since higher tissue stiffness
tends to suppress bubble growth, limiting the ability of inci-
dental bubbles to effectively scatter shocks. Because
repeated bubble expansion and collapse causes the tissue
fractionation in shock-scattering histotripsy, even if a bubble
cloud is generated, stiffer tissues may yet hinder bubble
expansion enough to prevent effective fractionation using
shock-scattering histotripsy. The stiffness of the tissue there-
fore not only affects the threshold, but the amount of dam-
age done [35]. Other tissue properties found to increase
tissue susceptibility to histotripsy damage were higher aver-
age water content, lower density, lower ultimate stress, and
higher ultimate fractional strain.

As with intrinsic threshold histotripsy, the period between
successive HIFU pulses has a significant impact on the rate
of tissue erosion in shock-scattering histotripsy. Xu et al. [3]
saw that higher PRFs and longer pulse lengths were less
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efficient at eroding tissue, and Wang et al. [53] showed that
the spatial locations of nuclei persisted between pulses at
higher PRFs, reducing treatment efficiency due to ‘cavitation
memory’. Increasing the time between the pulses resulted in
more homogenous regions. In addition to the persistence of
nuclei between pulses, the bubble cloud can itself persist for
over 50ms, and these persistent bubbles can shield the focal
zone from subsequent shocks, preventing complete fraction-
ation of tissue [60].

An interesting aspect of shock-scattering histotripsy in
liquids or areas of fully fractionated tissue is the occurrence
of considerable streaming through the focal region in the
direction of HIFU propagation, caused by acoustic radiation
force associated with histotripsy pulses. A pair of studies by
Park et al. [61] and Maxwell et al. [62] employed particle
image velocimetry (PIV) to measure the streaming velocity
field induced by histotripsy in an in vitro phantom mimicking
venous blood flow. Histotripsy pulses comprising 5 to 20
cycles were transmitted for a range of pressure amplitudes
sufficient to induce cavitation clouds at the focus, which was
positioned in the middle of the vessel phantom. The veloc-
ities at the focus ranged from 12 to 120 cm/s and increased
with pulse duration, PRF and pressure amplitude, as may be
expected. Importantly, streaming velocities were greatly
enhanced at pressures above the threshold for histotripsy,
owing to scattering of the HIFU beam by the bubbles and
the resulting acoustic radiation force. A vortex ring formed
about the focus to provide return of the streaming flow, as
the flow was bounded in the direction of HIFU propagation
by the vessel wall.

2.3. Boiling histotripsy

Boiling histotripsy is based on enhanced absorption at the
shocks in HIFU waveforms at the focus leading to rapid local-
ized heating and formation of a large primary vapor bubble,
as illustrated in Figures 2(g–i). Formation of such a milli-
meter-sized vapor bubble at the focus in under 10ms was
first observed in transparent polyacrylamide gels and was
supported by numerical predictions of heating using both
the bioheat equation, which accounts for diffusion effects,
and weak shock theory, in which the heat deposition is pro-
portional to the cube of the shock amplitude, the tissue’s
coefficient of nonlinearity, and HIFU frequency, and tempera-
ture elevation grows linearly with time [13]. Both methods
predicted the time to reach boiling at the focus of less than
10ms and the results agreed well with each other, confirm-
ing that heat diffusion did not play any significant role in
case of such rapid heating. It was then hypothesized and
later confirmed in soft tissues that if the HIFU burst duration
slightly exceeds the time to reach boiling, and is less than
20ms, with a duty cycle of less than 1%, tissue at the focus
is fractionated into subcellular debris without discernable
thermal effects [10,11,31]. The absence of measurable ther-
mal denaturation may seem somewhat paradoxical, given
the expected temperature rise at the focus to 100 �C.
However, this temperature rise is not only very rapid but
also highly spatially confined to a central region of the focus

where shock fronts occur, approximately 100 microns in
width [13]. The volume of the ensuing vapor bubble is
orders of magnitude larger, and the subsequent mechanisms
of tissue fractionation described below are non-thermal. In
some respect, this vapor bubble plays a similar role as the
initial incidental bubble in shock-scattering histotripsy: it cre-
ates a pressure release boundary for the remaining shock-
waves, and, consequently, leads to the formation of a
layered bubble cloud proximal to the vapor bubble via
shock-scattering [11,14,63]. The remaining burst is much lon-
ger than in shock-scattering histotripsy, which alters the mech-
anisms of tissue fractionation. Simon et al. [15] showed that
when such milliseconds-long bursts of shockwaves were inci-
dent onto a tissue-air interface (i.e., the vapor bubble surface),
tissue debris could flow like fluid to create a miniature acoustic
fountain – ejection of micron-sized tissue fragments into the
void, also termed acoustic atomization – resulting in a small
area of fractionated tissue. It was also demonstrated that the
cavitation cloud proximal to the pressure release boundary
was a necessary component of the atomization phenomenon
because when static overpressure was applied, no fractionation
and only thermal denaturation occurred in the bovine liver
[64]. Most likely this cavitation activity serves to weaken the
tissue at the surface of the vapor bubble and aids ejection of
its fragments. Another mechanism shown necessary for suc-
cessful atomization was tissue surface wetting, most likely
through formation of capillary waves within the wetted layer
and areas of subsurface cavitation within them [64].

Unlike shock-scattering and intrinsic threshold histotripsy,
where areas of fractionation merge together over the course
of the treatment to form a contiguous void, boiling histo-
tripsy lesions start as a small fractionated area that is
enlarged by subsequent pulses until its size plateaus [31].
The shape of the lesion starts with a small ovoid shape and
then gradually develops into a tadpole shape [65]. The ‘head’
of the tadpole is proximal to the HIFU focus and is hypothe-
sized to be formed by the combined effects of atomization
and cavitation. The ‘tail’ is formed by the expansion of the
initial vapor bubble, the impact of tissue fragments ejected
from the proximal side of the bubble that could reach veloc-
ities of up to 15m/s [64], and formation of secondary boiling
bubbles distal to the focus due to the diffraction of the
incoming HIFU waves on the original bubble [14], as shown
in Figure 2(i). Thus, the dependence of boiling histotripsy
lesion size and shape on the parameters of the HIFU field is
more complex than it is for intrinsic and shock-scattering his-
totripsy, but the general trends are similar: lesions are larger
at lower HIFU frequencies [11] and longer pulses [25], and
are shorter and wider for more focused transducers, i.e.,
lower F-numbers [66]. The dimensions of single boiling histo-
tripsy lesions produced by a given transducer are typically
larger than in shock-scattering and hybrid histotripsy [25,65].

As mentioned above, the main requirement for the focal
waveform in boiling histotripsy is that the shock amplitude is
sufficient for reaching 100 �C in under 10ms; for most tissues
this implies the shock amplitude being over 60MPa, for fre-
quencies higher than 1MHz. Typically, boiling histotripsy
exposures utilize the output power at or above the
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formation of fully developed shocks – when the focal peak
positive pressure pþ equals shock amplitude [51]. The shock
amplitude is defined in this case as a pressure jump within
the steepest part of the acoustic waveform, between the
time points where the time derivative of pressure decreases
to a certain value, typically 2.5% of the maximum value [67].
With this definition, it has been shown that shock-wave heat-
ing predicted by the weak shock theory corresponds well to
the heating calculated in direct numerical simulations [13,67].
Conversely p- is ideally kept low, to avoid the formation of
incidental bubble clouds prefocally. Those bubbles may
shield the focus and prevent the initiation of boiling, yet pro-
duce little to no mechanical disruption by themselves [17].
Due to their incidental nature, the threshold for prefocal
bubble formation decreases with HIFU frequency.

2.4. Hybrid histotripsy

Hybrid histotripsy, as the name implies, uses pressure ampli-
tudes between what is commonly found in shock-scattering
histotripsy and boiling histotripsy, and pulse lengths of 200–
1000 ms to fractionate tissues, while duty cycle usually
remains similar at 0.5–2%. Peak negative pressures are typic-
ally on the order of 15–20MPa; higher peak negative pres-
sures are used in tough, collagenous tissues like tendon. As
a result, boiling temperatures are not reached within every
pulse, although they may be reached at some point during
treatment. In hybrid histotripsy, heat is hypothesized to
‘soften’ the target tissue to make it more susceptible to cavi-
tation-induced damage, as well as to promote cavitation
bubble growth and facilitate shock scattering. Thus, some
degree of thermal denaturation is often intentionally present
in the fractionated tissue homogenate, but not necessarily at
the lesion borders [23,24].

In 2018, Eranki et al. [23] demonstrated hybrid histotripsy
with a 1.2MHz transducer array, pþ¼100MPa and
p-¼18MPa, and pulse length of 666 ls in ex vivo heart, kid-
ney, and liver. Tissue temperature measured during treat-
ment with MR-thermometry reached 50–55 �C at the focus,
which was in good agreement with calculations for weak
shock theory and heat transfer. In 2016, Guan et al. [24] used
lower amplitude bursts of shock waves (pþ¼35MPa and
p-¼8MPa) at 1.06MHz in a two-stage regime combining 200-
ls and 500-ls pulses delivered at 100Hz with strategic
pauses to first emphasize heating to generate cavitation
nuclei and then form a homogenate. The appearance of boil-
ing bubbles was confirmed in polyacrylamide gels approxi-
mately 6.6 s into the first stage, significantly increasing
inertial cavitation as observed through passive cavitation
detection (PCD). When treatments were extended to ex vivo
porcine kidney and paused at the end of stage one, only
partial fractionation with thermal denaturation was observed.
However, when the treatment progressed to stage 2, cavita-
tion energy was found to increase and fully liquified tissue
homogenate with a smooth boundary was produced. The
authors postulated that creating the boiling bubble in stage
1 was essential toward increasing the number of bubble
nuclei, which along with the reduction in viscosity as the

focal liquefied volume contributed to the success of fraction-
ation at relatively low pressure amplitudes.

Another advantage of hybrid histotripsy vs boiling histo-
tripsy was increased ablation rate demonstrated in ex vivo
large-volume hematomas [25]. The same 1.5-MHz, transducer
with F-number of 0.75 was used to deliver 10- or 2-ms pulses
for boiling histotripsy (pþ¼120MPa and p-¼17MPa, time to
boiling 1.85ms) or 400-ls pulses at higher amplitude for
hybrid histotripsy (pþ¼148MPa and p-¼21MPa, time to boil-
ing 0.55ms) at a 1% duty cycle. Although hybrid histotripsy
lesions were smaller, they formed faster and had a more
regular ovoid shape facilitating efficient beam scanning and
higher liquefaction rate of 2.62ml/min vs 0.68ml/min for
boiling histotripsy.

Hybrid histotripsy has also been used in very stiff, collage-
nous tissues resilient to the three other forms of histotripsy.
In an investigation of histotripsy of tendons [68], it was
shown that 1-ms pulses delivered at 1% duty cycle for 60 s
(1.5MHz, pþ¼89MPa and p-¼26MPa, time to boiling 2ms)
caused mild mechanical microdamage in the form of fiber
separation without observable thermal injury. When the
amplitude and duty cycle were kept constant, but pulse dur-
ation increased to 10-ms, the same effect was observed for
15-s treatment, but not 30-s treatment, where thermal
denaturation was observed. There is thus a delicate balance
in the dynamics of thermal dose delivery when facilitating
histotripsy of such tissues, and hybrid histotripsy parameters
appear to be optimal in that regard.

2.5. Emerging histotripsy techniques

A few modifications to the histotripsy techniques described
above were recently reported – pressure-modulated shock-
wave histotripsy (PSH) and steered-focus histotripsy (SFH)
[69–72]. PSH is a form of boiling histotripsy that uses 5–
34ms pulses with reduced pressure amplitude after the pre-
dicted time-to-boil [70]. The goal of PSH is to create and
maintain the boiling bubble without significant shock scat-
tering for better control of the size and shape of the result-
ant lesion. A recent study in the in vivo murine liver showed
for the same pulse length and number of pulses, that PSH
produced approximately 2.37-fold shorter and 1.35-fold nar-
rower lesions vs boiling histotripsy [71]. The increased con-
trol of PSH over traditional, constant amplitude boiling
histotripsy, may be useful for miniature targets, as well as
locations adjacent to sensitive structures. Conversely, the
goal of steered-focus histotripsy is to accelerate ablation
through axially extending the bubble cloud, in both boiling
and intrinsic threshold histotripsy [69,72]. The cloud is
extended within each pulse by steering the HIFU focus
toward the transducer after initiation of boiling or intrinsic
threshold bubble cloud and utilizing the shock-scattering
effect. The increase of ablation rate is thus dependent on
the transducer array design and the axial steering range
within which sufficient shock amplitude is achievable. For
example, a 3-fold acceleration of volumetric ablation was
reported for steered-focus boiling histotripsy in ex vivo tis-
sue [72].
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3. Method-specific instrumentation design
considerations

Several examples of transducers for histotripsy are shown in
Figure 3. Histotripsy sources use piezoelectric materials for
generating ultrasound pulses, such as the piezoceramic lead-
zirconate-titanate (PZT), or piezocomposites which embed
small piezoceramic elements within a polymer matrix. When
a high voltage excitation signal is applied to the material, a
mechanical deformation results, and ultrasound is radiated
from the surface of the element. Methods for focusing these
fields at a fixed location include forming the piezoelectric
element into the shape of a spherical cap (e.g., as shown in
Figure 3(b), adapted from [73], or Figure 3(f)) which creates a
geometric focus at the center of the radius of curvature, or
coupling flat transducer elements to an acoustic lens, which
simplifies the fabrication of the piezoelectric element (e.g., as
in Figures 3(c,d), corresponding to refs. [74] and [50]).
Alternatively, electronic focusing and beam steering can be
implemented by using an array of elements and controlling
the phases of the excitation voltage waveforms for each
element, such that constructive interference results in max-
imum pressure at the desired focal location (Figure 3(a),
adapted from [75] and Figure 3(e), based on [76]) The use of
electronic focusing and steering provides the ability to scan
the treatment region throughout the target volume without
the need to physically move the transducer, as well as allow-
ing for aberration correction when beams are transmitted
through inhomogeneous media. Most systems also incorpor-
ate an ultrasound imaging probe coaxially aligned with the
HIFU focus for targeting and treatment guidance, as seen in
the center of the transducers shown in Figures 3(b), (e), (g).

Characteristics of the instrumentation used for each histo-
tripsy method will be different due to the differences in
underlying physical mechanisms and differences between
targets. First, the desired propagation characteristics influ-
ence how strongly focused the transducer is, as represented
by its F-number. Whereas nonlinear propagation of the exci-
tation pulse is to be avoided in the intrinsic threshold
approach, nonlinear propagation is necessary for generating
the shocks in boiling histotripsy and shock-scattering histo-
tripsy. Accordingly, many studies involving intrinsic histo-
tripsy, where nonlinear propagation is best avoided, use
more strongly focused transducers, with F-numbers of about
0.6 to 0.75 [21,44,45,77], while shock-scattering histotripsy
frequently uses less focused transducers, with F-numbers
between roughly 0.7 and 1.0 [2,3,78–80]. Note that histo-
tripsy transducers are commonly suitable for operation in
more than one regime. For instance, the transducers illus-
trated in Figures 3(c,d) have been successfully used for both
shock-scattering histotripsy and boiling histotripsy
[33,65,74,81,82]. Boiling histotripsy tends to use larger F-
numbers, roughly between 0.8 and 1.5 [11,31,37,66,74,76],
which are beneficial for generating the high amplitude
shocks needed for millisecond boiling. An array designed for
boiling histotripsy in abdominal targets comprising 256 ele-
ments arranged on a spherical cap is shown in Figure 3(e)
and was used for the studies reported in [16] and [76]. The
array was designed for operation at 1.5MHz, with a nominal

focal length of 12 cm and F-number of 0.83. An example of a
smaller single-element transducer for boiling histotripsy is
shown in Figure 3(f) and was used in the studies reported in
[11,13] and [10], operating at 2MHz with an aperture of
4.4 cm and F-number of 1.0.

While the focal length of the transducer is dictated largely
by the depth of the treatment target, the desired F-number
for an application therefore dictates the aperture used for
the transducer. In general, transducer arrays used for intrinsic
threshold histotripsy have the largest apertures, which can
be in the range of approximately 10 cm to 20 cm [44,45,77],
although smaller transducers have been used for in vivo
experiments in rodents [83]. Shock-scattering histotripsy
tends to use transducers with apertures of about 10 cm to
15 cm [36,79,80]. Boiling histotripsy can be realized using the
smallest transducer apertures, in the range of approximately
4 cm to 14 cm [11,25,33, 37,76,84,85].

The availability of acoustic access can also limit the size of
the transducer which can be used. For instance, when creat-
ing precise lesions in the brain transcranially using intrinsic
threshold histotripsy, strongly focused hemispherical arrays
covering a large portion of the skull can be employed and
are advantageous because of the high focusing gain.
Conversely, in considering ablation in the prostate, where
extracorporeal acoustic access is limited, small transducers
that could be used transrectally are advantageous. Figure 3(g)
shows a single-element 2MHz transducer with a focal length
of 4 cm and an aperture of 5.0mm � 3.5mm that was
designed for prostate ablation via boiling histotripsy [86–88].

Implementation of electronics for powering histotripsy
transducers has multiple challenges, and requirements for
acoustic power, transducer electrical input impedance, and
number of array elements must all be considered. First,
although the time-averaged power is usually on the order of
a few watts, the required peak acoustic power levels for his-
totripsy can range from hundreds of watts to several kilo-
watts [25,79]. Attenuation in tissue, especially for deep
targets, increases the amount of acoustic power that must
be generated by the transducer to maintain the same focal
pressure. For arrays, independent driving channels for each
transducer element are desirable so that the timing of each
element can be varied for electronic focusing and beam
steering, making class-A amplifiers prohibitively expensive for
arrays with large numbers of elements. Intrinsic histotripsy,
requiring the shortest pulses and highest p- of the four
methods, generally has the highest peak power require-
ments. In a 2006 study [89], Hall and Cain introduced a
switching amplifier using MOSFETs in a half-bridge configur-
ation, with 512 independent channels, which was used in
early studies for both intrinsic threshold histotripsy and
shock-scattering histotripsy [9,21]. The output of the
MOSFETs were connected to the transducer elements
through a set of tuned output filters, allowing for voltages of
over 1 kV to be applied to the transducer elements. The
amplifier was designed to deliver 20W of power to each out-
put channel for pulses less than 100 ms but was also capable
of running in continuous-wave mode at lower power levels.
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Each of the amplifier channels was driven by a microcontrol-
ler implemented on a low-cost FPGA.

An advantage of boiling histotripsy is the use of lower
peak power levels, with values reported for several in vivo
studies between 240W and 650W [25,30,37,85]. These cor-
respond to time-averaged power values of 2.4W to 6.5W,
when operating at a duty cycle of 1%. These lower power
levels allow for lower voltages to be used, and, in turn, more
flexibility in the design of the driving electronics. For single-
element transducers, commercial off-the-shelf RF power
amplifiers can be used for benchtop proof-of-concept experi-
ments [11]. Other studies on boiling histotripsy in vivo have
successfully used the commercially developed Alpinion VIFU-
2000 preclinical system (Alpinion Medical Systems, Seoul,
Republic of Korea) operating at peak power levels between
25W and 600W [84,85]. On the other hand, use of custom
electronics also allows for electronic control of the excitation
signal timing for each array element, for instance when
adjusting element phases to adjust for aberrations when
propagating through inhomogeneous layers [33]. At higher
power levels, the long pulses used can cause amplifier out-
put voltage to droop over the duration of the pulse. The
half-bridge amplifier design described in the previous para-
graph was modified for use in boiling histotripsy by Maxwell
et al. [74], where a pulse length of 10ms would otherwise
cause an unacceptable amount of voltage drop. To address
this, an external capacitor bank was used to store the energy
required for the long bursts, with a net capacitance of 9 mF
chosen so that the voltage across the capacitors would drop
by no more than 10% for a 10000-cycle pulse at 1MHz. A
tuned array of smaller bypass capacitors and damping resis-
tors was added in parallel with the energy storage capacitors
to prevent a resonance resulting from the energy storage
capacitors and their self-inductance.

For MR-guided applications, MR-compatible materials
must be used for the transducer to ensure both patient
safety and image quality, precluding the use of ferrous met-
als. The total amount of metal should be minimized in such
cases. A system for transcranial MR-guided histotripsy has
been recently developed at University of Michigan [44], using
sintered PZT elements with 3D printed polymer housings
and matching layers, and a nylon frame. Commercially avail-
able systems designed for MR-guided HIFU have also been
successfully used for boiling histotripsy and hybrid histo-
tripsy, in both ex vivo and small animal in vivo studies
[23,30,37,90]. Clinical systems Sonalleve V1 and V2 (Profound
Medical Inc, Mississauga, Canada) use a 256 element array
operating at 1.2MHz capable of acoustic peak power levels
of up to 1000W, with F-numbers of 0.94 and 1.03, respect-
ively [91]. A preclinical Image Guided Therapy system (IGT,
Pessac, France) uses a 3MHz annular transducer array with
48mm diameter and F-number variable within 30-80mm
range, driven with electrical power of up to 350W [90,92].

Toward endoscopic histotripsy, miniature high frequency
focused actuators with apertures of 1 cm or less have
recently been developed by a research team at Dalhousie
University [73,93–96]. An example of one such transducer is
illustrated in Figure 3(b) [73]. The transducer uses a planar

PZT-5A piezoelectric element operating at 6.3MHz, coupled
to an aluminum focusing lens designed for focusing at 6mm
coated with a parylene matching layer. A 4mm by 4mm
square hole in the center of the therapy array contains a co-
registered imaging array for image guidance at 30MHz. The
transducer could generate peak negative pressures greater
than 28MPa and was successfully used to ablate in vivo rat
brain tissue, and histology results revealed complete ablation
in regions with submillimeter dimensions.

The maximum acoustic power that can be transmitted by
a piezoelectric transducer is constrained by multiple factors.
First, piezoelectric materials are subject to voltage limits
which should be adhered to for linearity of mechanical dis-
placement with respect to the excitation voltage, commonly
on the order of 100 V per millimeter of thickness [97,98],
while high-voltage piezoelectrics are capable of operating at
several kilovolts per mm of thickness. The voltage rating of
wiring and other insulating components must also be con-
sidered. A more relevant concern with histotripsy transducers
is heating due to dissipation in the piezoelectric elements.
Many piezoelectric materials lose their crystal structure, along
with their piezoelectric properties, above the Curie tempera-
ture – a phenomenon known as ‘depoling’. For pure PZT
crystals complete depoling occurs around 350 �C, although
electromechanical coupling may be degraded at tempera-
tures well below this upper limit. Additionally, many piezo-
electric ceramics are not pure but have specific impurities
added to alter their electrical or mechanical properties, which
can reduce the maximum operating temperature. Further,
many of the other construction materials such as adhesives,
matching layers, and polymer lenses will have much lower
temperature limitations which need to be considered when
operating at high power levels. This may be particularly true
for piezocomposite transducers, where small piezoelectric pil-
lars are embedded in a polymer matrix. Maximum operating
temperatures of 60 to 70 �C are common. Thus, when
designing transducers for histotripsy, limitations of maximum
working temperatures, voltages and output power should be
carefully considered.

4. Clinical applications of different histotripsy
methods

The noninvasive nature and uniqueness of histotripsy bioef-
fects have resulted in a large number of clinical applications
where its use is currently being investigated in ex vivo, pre-
clinical and clinical studies. There is a substantial overlap
between histotripsy techniques that can be equally efficiently
applied to targets that are mesoscale, i.e., approximately 0.5–
3 cm in size, located superficially or have an acoustic window
unobstructed by bowel and bone, and are cellular rather
than fibrous or calcified. In targets with characteristics out-
side of the realm specified above some part of the histo-
tripsy spectrum may be preferable. Thus, the applications
discussed below in the context of the optimal part of histo-
tripsy spectrum are grouped by those three characteristics –
target size, acoustic access, and tissue stiffness and
toughness.
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4.1. Histotripsy applications in acoustically accessible,
soft, mesoscale targets

As mentioned before, in those targets most histotripsy tech-
niques are equally applicable and produce similar outcomes.
Examples of those applications include subcostal or partially
transcostal ablation of soft tumors in the liver and kidney
[33,99,100], superficial tumors in veterinary patients [101],
tumor ablation in small animal experiments to study the
downstream immune effects of histotripsy [34,85,102–105],
and liquefaction of soft superficial targets other than tissue –
hematomas and abscesses [81]. These targets are accessible
with transducers that can be large and/or strongly focused,
and the size of the focus in all cases can be controlled
by the choice of the transducer operating frequency and
F-number – within feasibility limits of each technique.

4.2. Histotripsy applications in intraluminal applications
and/or with restricted acoustic window

Ablation of prostate, both in the context of benign prostate
hyperplasia (BPH) therapy and local cancer therapy, is a rep-
resentative example of an application with challenging extra-
corporeal acoustic window, but unobstructed endorectal
access. The reduction of prostate volume through histotripsy
liquefaction for relieving the symptoms of BPH was the first
application of histotripsy to be tested in a Phase I clinical
trial [106]. In acute and chronic preclinical studies that pre-
ceded that trial shock-scattering histotripsy ablation of
healthy canine prostate was successfully performed transab-
dominally, under endorectal ultrasound imaging guidance,
with a 700 kHz transducer (13 cm aperture, F-number of 0.85)
[107]. However, the pilot trial of a prototype clinical device –
Vortx Rx - that built on those results did not produce measur-
able debulking of prostate volume in 25 BPH patients,
although a hyperechoic bubble cloud was observed on ultra-
sound imaging. While a number of factors were hypothesized
to contribute to this discrepancy, the most important one is
the absence of adequate acoustic window (i.e., path unob-
structed by bones) to the human prostate transperineally.

A transrectal approach, which has been used in thermal
HIFU clinically for many years, is much more preferable with
regards to unobstructed acoustic windows but requires mini-
ature transducers that typically operate at higher (3–4MHz)
frequencies to increase focal gain and heat deposition [108].
The surface area of those transducers, to date, has been
deemed insufficient to achieve focal pressures required for
shock-scattering histotripsy at lower frequencies that would
provide a clinically relevant ablation rate. However, focal
pressure levels required for boiling histotripsy are lower, and
were recently shown to be achievable with a 2MHz transrec-
tal transducer (Figure 3(g)) similar in size and shape to clin-
ical HIFU devices [86,88]. The shock front of 80MPa
amplitude was achieved at 130W peak acoustic power, which
was less than 30% of the maximum power allowed for by the
manufacturer. Successful boiling histotripsy ablation of canine
prostate in vivo using this transducer, under coaxial ultrasound
imaging guidance, was also recently demonstrated [109].

The success of this approach warrants further investigation of
achievable pressures with transducers of even smaller size
and/or lower frequency for endoluminal or interstitial applica-
tions such as transvaginal ablation of uterine fibroids [110],
endoscopic ablation of targets in the heart, liver, and pancreas
[111,112] and catheter-based ablation in the brain [113] that
have been investigated in thermal HIFU, but not histotripsy.

An important consideration in applications with restricted
acoustic windows is the deviation of the transducer geom-
etry from the spherical bowl shape typical in thermal HIFU
to conform to the available acoustic window and sonication
geometry. One option is to truncate the spherically symmet-
ric transducer in the elevational dimension of the in-line
ultrasound imaging probe. This truncation facilitates subcos-
tal, i.e., highly angled access to targets in the liver and kid-
ney, and better co-localization of the US imaging plane with
the 3D HIFU field. This subcostal approach is important
around gas-filled organs (e.g., bowel gas, lungs) that are eas-
ily damaged by the therapy field, yet may not be visible on
the in-line 2D US imaging [101].

4.3. Fibrous tissues with high stiffness and toughness

Tissue stiffness is expressed via its elastic modulus, defined
as the ratio of shear stress to resulting strain; tissue tough-
ness characterizes the stress necessary to cause a fracture, in
other words – how strong the tissue is. High tissue stiffness
has been shown to reduce the efficiency of histotripsy treat-
ments in a number of works [35,43,49,101], potentially due
to the suppression of bubble growth, whereas the impor-
tance of toughness has been somewhat overlooked until
recently [114]. Connective tissue with high concentration of
collagen and/or elastin fibers is both stiff and tough and is
present in many pathologic tissues such as BPH and prostate
cancer, uterine fibroids, pancreatic tumors and metastases
thereof, cholangiocarcinoma, scar tissue, as well as healthy
tissues such as tendons, ligaments, cartilage, and fascia. All
of the above tissues are targets for histotripsy, but the out-
come goals may be different: complete fractionation in the
case of tumors vs induction of sparse and localized areas of
damage to promote healing response (tendons, ligaments,
and cartilage), softening (scars and strictures) or puncturing
of cyst walls.

BPH tissue is perhaps the most thoroughly studied fibrotic
tissue in terms of its resistance to histotripsy damage. In the
clinical trial of shock-scattering histotripsy in patients with
BPH mentioned above [106] one of the hypothesized reasons
for the absence of a fractionation effect was the fibrous
nature of BPH. In a recently published mechanistic study of
bubble dynamics during shock-scattering histotripsy at
700 kHz in hydrogels with high toughness the effect of
‘cavitation memory’ – non-dissolution of bubbles between
pulses and their occurrence in the same place at every pulse
– was found to impede full fractionation at higher PRFs, but
not in the agarose gel with equivalent stiffness [114]. The
same high-PRF exposures in resected human BPH samples
similarly resulted in areas of isolated damage rather than
contiguous fractionated lesions. One potential explanation of
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this effect of high tissue toughness is that the collapsing
bubbles cannot break the highly pliable fibers to migrate
and merge to form larger bubbles that could potentially be
more efficient. Conversely, boiling histotripsy exposures of
autopsy human prostate tissue with BPH at 1.5MHz achieved
full fractionation of the targeted area [115]. It was also con-
firmed that the human prostate (both healthy and with BPH
changes) required more pulses per focus for full fractionation
compared to the canine prostate reported by Sekar et al. (60
vs 15 pulses, treatment time 60 vs 15 s), likely due to its
much more fibrous nature [109]. Several factors could con-
tribute to the higher efficiency of boiling histotripsy in this
application, including more dramatic damage occurring
within a single pulse due to atomization and streaming,
lower PRF that provides the time for bubbles to dissolve,
and the localized heating component that could cause par-
tial collagen hydrolysis reducing its toughness. The latter
mechanism was reported by Smallcomb et al. [32] when the
hybrid histotripsy approach was found to be somewhat suc-
cessful in disrupting tendons through a combination of heat
causing partial or complete collagen or fibrin hydrolysis, and
cavitation, which can successfully fractionate the partially-
hydrolyzed fibers. Taken together, these studies suggest that
boiling histotripsy and hybrid histotripsy are more efficient
than shock-scattering histotripsy in breaking tough collage-
nous tissue.

In comparing shock-scattering and intrinsic threshold his-
totripsy in fibrous tissues, per a recently reported study in
resected human uterine leiomyomas, shock-scattering histo-
tripsy with 5-cycle pulse duration only achieved the forma-
tion of scattered areas of disruption within targeted tissue,
similarly to BPH [116]. Intrinsic threshold histotripsy expo-
sures resulted in a more defined (i.e., less diffuse) bubble
cloud, as per US imaging, and achieved full fractionation, albeit
only at a very large treatment time, more than 100 times over
that required for soft tissue ablation. It should be noted, how-
ever, that the 5-cycle pulses were delivered at higher PRF com-
pared to single-cycle pulses, which may have confounded the
comparison. Another interesting aspect of this study was the
presence of coagulative necrosis, along with liquefactive necro-
sis in all successful exposures, further supporting the concept
of using heat to enhance fractionation.

Another stiff and tough material relevant to histotripsy is
retracted intravascular clots in the context of deep vein
thrombosis (DVT) – the formation of chronic clots, most
often in the legs. The clot composition and mechanical prop-
erties change over time, from fairly soft and brittle fresh clots
consisting of highly porous fibrin matrix with a large number
of embedded red blood cells (RBCs) and high water content
to stiffer and tougher retracted clots with more compacted
fibrin structure, fewer pores and lower water content. Fresh
clots are relatively easy to fractionate with both shock-scat-
tering or intrinsic threshold histotripsy [20,57]; however, frac-
tionation becomes much more challenging in aged and
retracted clots and requires more histotripsy pulses to be
delivered [117]. A combination of histotripsy with common
clot lytic of recombinant tissue plasminogen activator (rt-PA)
was shown to accelerate treatment [118], as did the increase

in p- up to 35MPa, i.e., beyond the intrinsic threshold, and
the number of cycles within the pulse from 1 to 20 [119].
These results suggest that shock-scattering histotripsy may
be more efficient than intrinsic threshold histotripsy at frac-
tionation of aged clots.

4.4. Applications in the brain

The main challenge in using HIFU for thermal ablation in the
brain had been high attenuation, reflection and beam aber-
ration by the skull. To address those issues, large, hemispher-
ical transducer arrays operating at low frequency (250–
660 kHz) had to be used, algorithms based on CT scans of
the skull that allowed for beam aberration correction had to
be developed, and even then only 10% of acoustic power
would be transmitted toward the focus [120]. Further, ultra-
sound imaging of those treatments would be impossible for
the same reason, which necessitated the use of MR imaging
and thermometry for guidance. Nonetheless, ablation at spe-
cific locations in the brain to treat essential tremor was
among the first clinical indications of HIFU thermal ablation
that has been successfully performed clinically for the past
10 years. Importantly, however, the transcranial ablation is
limited to the targets that are relatively small and located
centrally in the brain due to the danger of skull overheating
and limitations of electronic beam steering. The latter limita-
tion is dictated by the increase of the relative amplitude of
side lobes and the necessity to compensate for focal inten-
sity decrease with electronic beam steering away from the
geometric focus. Various efforts to enlarge the treatment
envelope have been undertaken, but the ultimate solution
has not yet been found.

Based on the geometry of the problem, the most suitable
histotripsy type for transcranial ablation is intrinsic threshold
histotripsy, as it uses large, hemispherical, low frequency
transducers, similar to transcranial thermal HIFU. Clinical
applications include ablation of brain tumors and liquefac-
tion of subdural and intracranial hematomas for subsequent
drainage. The feasibility of transcranial intrinsic threshold his-
totripsy of a healthy brain and liquefaction of hematomas
has been demonstrated ex vivo and in vivo in a porcine
model with craniectomy, through the human skull
[19,121,122]. Two systems were developed, the earlier one
using a 500 kHz, 256-element hemispherical array, and, sub-
sequently, an MR-compatible 700 kHz 128-element array with
F-number of 0.75, both with 15 cm focal distance. It was
demonstrated that fractionated lesions up to 1 cm in size
could be safely produced in the pig brain without overheat-
ing the skull, per MR thermometry, as close as 5mm away
from the skull surface. This ability to enlarge the electronic
focus steering range (and thus increase treatment envelope)
is due to the fact that side lobes are not a concern for the
very short, half-cycle pulses used in intrinsic threshold histo-
tripsy, and also because there is more headroom to compen-
sate for intensity decrease, as time-averaged acoustic power
remains low. Beam aberration by the skull is equally relevant
in transcranial histotripsy as it is in thermal HIFU, and neces-
sitated the development of a phase correction approach
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[123–125]. The approach will be described in more detail
below (in the section on current challenges) but is based on
producing a cavitation bubble by a single histotripsy pulse,
and passively listening to its collapse with all the elements
of the transducer array.

The inability to utilize ultrasound imaging for real time
treatment guidance in transcranial histotripsy treatments has
led to the development of alternative ways to target the
treatment, monitor its progression and evaluate complete-
ness, based on MRI and stereotactic navigation. Although
those methods are not as mature as ultrasound imaging-
based guidance, this is currently an area of active
research [126].

Although the feasibility of other histotripsy regimes has
not yet been experimentally investigated for transcranial
brain ablation, a recent numerical simulation study suggests
that the formation of shocks of over 60MPa amplitude is
achievable using a 1MHz transducer with a radius of curva-
ture of 20 cm and F-number of 1 without exceeding the
technical limitation of 40W/cm2 at the transducer surface
[127]. If proven experimentally, the use of those less focused
transducer arrays could simplify access to different areas of
the brain and acoustic coupling vs hemispherical arrays due
to the increased ability to mechanically shift and rotate the
transducer around the skull.

4.5. Applications in miniature targets

Transcranial histotripsy in preclinical rodent models of brain
cancer is one of the applications in which the size of an indi-
vidual histotripsy lesion has to be very small, in the sub-milli-
meter to a millimeter range, whereas the ablation rate is not
as big of a concern [73]. Importantly, in those situations the
lesion sphericity, i.e., its axial dimension being similar to lat-
eral, is an advantage. This is also relevant in other preclinical
studies in rodents such as investigation of immune response
following ablation of small orthotopic tumors in kidney and
liver [83,85], subcutaneous tumors [4,101,103], histotripsy-
based liver decellularization for intrahepatic cell delivery [34],
and release of tumor-specific intracellular biomarkers into
the circulation [84]. The use of all histotripsy types was dem-
onstrated to be feasible in those scenarios, while necessitat-
ing the use of the upper bound of frequencies specific
to each histotripsy type, e.g., 6MHz for intrinsic threshold
histotripsy [73], 1MHz for shock-scattering histotripsy, and
1.5–3.5MHz for boiling histotripsy, and lower bound of
F-numbers, i.e., more focused transducers. While lesion mini-
aturization, especially in the axial dimension, was shown to be
feasible for boiling and hybrid histotripsy through shortening
of pulses and/or reduction of the number of pulses delivered
per location, shock-scattering and intrinsic threshold histo-
tripsy allow for a higher degree of miniaturization [73,83].

Another histotripsy application requiring miniaturization
of lesions is thrombolysis, in particular in the context of DVT,
where blood clots can span tens of centimeters in length,
but are only 4–6mm in diameter. In those treatments it is
imperative that the endothelial lining of the blood vessel not
be damaged, and full liquefaction of the clot is not required,

as long as some degree of recanalization is achieved. Thus,
the entirety of the bubble cloud should preferably be con-
fined to the interior of the clot. This confinement is most
easily achieved with shock-scattering and intrinsic threshold
histotripsy types, and both were investigated in this context
[20,57,117,128], with the latter showing superior safety pro-
file relative to the former in some of the studies. On the
other hand, as mentioned previously, old DVT clots become
very tough and shock-scattering histotripsy appears to be
more efficient at breaking them [119]; this discovery warrants
further investigation into the optimal regime of histotripsy
in DVT.

4.6. Drilling, puncturing and mixing: histotripsy in
liquids and at the surfaces

In most applications described above, bulk mechanical abla-
tion of tissues is the ultimate goal of histotripsy exposures;
there are other applications that require creating perforations
or punctures through membranes, e.g., cyst walls [82] or
layers of tissue bordering with fluid, e.g., heart septum
([3,129]). All these cases imply breaking through tough, elas-
tic tissue layers, in a direction perpendicular to the mem-
brane fibers, which corresponds to the HIFU beam axis, from
the side bordering with fluid–cyst interior or blood-filled
heart chamber. Because part of the bubble cloud is posi-
tioned in the fluid, shock-scattering histotripsy has been
shown be the most efficient treatment in those applications,
i.e., fast formation of puncture with smooth walls through
cavitation-based fractionation combined with streaming.
When shock-scattering histotripsy at 1MHz was used to
puncture ex vivo mimic of ureterocele wall, 0.5-1mm thick,
longer pulses (5 vs 2 cycles) created larger punctures (1.2 vs
0.8mm) within approximately two minutes, likely due to the
larger size of the bubble cloud. Conversely, 5ms long pulses
typical for BH did not produce punctures on their own, but
enlarged the smaller punctures created by shock-scattering
histotripsy to 2.8mm. High velocity streaming in the axial
direction inherent to such long pulses was most likely
responsible for this effect.

Ultrasound-driven cavitation was known for a long time
to result in bacterial kill, both in suspension and in biofilm
[130]. It was therefore only natural to apply histotripsy, repre-
senting some of the most destructive forms of cavitation, to
this problem [81,131–133]. It is important to note here that
bacteria are much smaller than cells (sub-micron vs a few
microns) and the size of bubbles within the cavitation cloud,
which makes them less susceptible to histotripsy damage.
Thus, histotripsy cannot be expected to clear infection from
the bulk of tissue while sparing the tissue itself; tissue will
inevitably be destroyed first. This tissue destruction limits the
application of histotripsy to removing biofilms from the sur-
faces of sturdy implanted materials, such as surgical meshes
and catheters, and disinfecting abscesses – walled-off collec-
tions of pus and bacteria.

Biofilm forms a protective matrix for bacteria to dwell in
that can be tens of microns thick and is very resistant to
antibiotic treatment. Staphylococcus aureus biofilms grown
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on the surgical mesh samples used for hernia repairs were
shown to be successfully eliminated with an average of 5.4-
log kill with shock-scattering histotripsy, whereas the treat-
ment had no effect on the mesh strength [131]. Similar
results were reported for clearing bacterial biofilm from the
inner surface of ureteral catheters [132] using intrinsic thresh-
old histotripsy. Part of the disinfection effect in those studies
could be dislodging or washing bacteria off the biofilm and
into neighboring fluid, where they are more susceptible to
killing by antibiotics. Both shock-scattering and boiling histo-
tripsy were shown to kill bacteria in suspension in vitro and
in vivo in porcine abscesses, but the kill rate was lower than
that reported for biofilms (up to 3-log), likely due to the dif-
ferences in outcome evaluation (dislodging vs. kill).
Furthermore, due to large streaming velocities, longer boiling
histotripsy pulses liquefied viscous pus faster than did shock-
scattering pulses produced by the same transducer, and a
combination of both regimes (liquefy first, disinfect next)
was observed to be more beneficial.

5. Common challenges and future directions

5.1. HIFU beam aberration by soft tissues and bones

Phase aberrations, i.e., relative phase shifts varying across the
HIFU wavefront, arise from the variation in thickness of tissue
layers with different sound speeds within the acoustic path.
Those aberrations result in spatial shift and broadening of
the focal area and the decrease of peak focal pressures.
Among the soft tissues, fat layers introduce the most severe
aberration effects due to the low sound speed � 1420m/s
vs. 1540m/s for most water-based tissues – and has been
long recognized as an important challenge affecting the
safety, precision, and feasibility of thermal HIFU treatments,
especially in the kidney and breast [134,135]. As mentioned
earlier, the other major source of aberrations is the skull in
transcranial applications, as it has a varying thickness and
high speed of sound compared to soft tissues [120]. Being a
HIFU-based technique, histotripsy is also susceptible to the
detrimental effects of aberration, although different histo-
tripsy types are affected in somewhat different ways. In gen-
eral, using lower frequencies and transducers with smaller
footprint (i.e., higher F-number and/or smaller aperture size)
reduces the effects of aberration; techniques relying on
shock formation – shock-scattering and boiling histotripsy –
are more affected compared to intrinsic threshold histotripsy,
as the wavefront has to be synchronized for high amplitude
shock formation at the focus [33,136–139]. Aberrations can
be compensated for by using multi-element HIFU arrays and
imposing appropriate phase delays on all array elements; the
main problem is determining those delays. In transcranial
HIFU applications, where brain tissue does not move rela-
tively to the skull, the necessary phase corrections can be
determined numerically based on pretreatment CT scans.
However, in soft tissues that move and deform based on
patient positioning the corrections need to be determined in
real-time, immediately prior to treatment. One approach first
proposed by Pernot et al. [140] consists of nucleating a cavi-
tation bubble at the focus through a high-amplitude HIFU

pulse and then receiving the acoustic emissions associated
with the bubble collapse on all the elements of the HIFU
transducer array. The differences in arrival times of those sig-
nals to the different elements of the array determine the
phase delays necessary to compensate for aberrations. This
approach has been adopted for intrinsic threshold histotripsy
treatments, in both transcranial and soft tissue settings and
termed acoustic cavitation emission (ACE) [124,125]. The
approach has been successful at recovering a large part of
the focal pressure amplitude lost to aberration; the main lim-
itations were related to the destructive nature of the
approach and the uncertainty in the spatial position of the
nucleated bubble: it could appear anywhere within the focal
region, which itself could be shifted due to aberration by up
to a few millimeters relatively to the intended target. Recently
this limitation was alleviated by using a two-step approach for
transcranial treatments, combining CT-based correction with
ACE [123].

In an alternative aberration correction approach intro-
duced by Thomas et al. [136] the HIFU array was used in a
harmonic imaging pulse/echo mode to receive nonlinear
pulses backscattered from the focus. The signals on nearest
neighbor elements were cross-correlated to find the relative
phase delays, those delays were implemented, and the
pulse-echo measurement was repeated. Those steps were
performed iteratively until the amplitude of the beams at the
focus was maximized. Depending on the aberration severity
3-10 iterations were required to achieve correction that recov-
ered the majority of focal pressure amplitude within a few sec-
onds. For this approach to be feasible in the presence of
physiological motion, a synchronization algorithm had to be
devised, so that the same scatterers at the focus would be
encountered at each iteration [137]. In a free-breathing pig,
this approach allowed to dramatically reduce the output power
required to perform boiling histotripsy ablation in the liver.

5.2. Real-time feedback on histotripsy ablation
completeness

Coaxial B-mode ultrasound imaging provides an excellent
means of histotripsy ablation planning, targeting, and real-
time feedback on treatment progression; however, the infor-
mation on treatment completeness is only qualitative.
Because, as mentioned earlier, tissues have inherently vari-
able susceptibilities to histotripsy damage, devising a quanti-
tative, real-time indicator of the degree of tissue
fractionation is of utmost importance. Several approaches to
this problem have been proposed to date, primarily based
on passive cavitation detection/imaging [13,43,118,141],
shear wave elastography (SWE) [81,142], and color Doppler
ultrasound [16,143]. While metrics derived from passive cavi-
tation detection during histotripsy were shown to correlate
with treatment outcomes in a number of works
[13,43,118,141], they quantify bubble activity rather than the
degree of tissue liquefaction resulting from it.

Because histotripsy fractionation results in increasingly
softer tissue, it was natural to explore SWE imaging as a
quantitative treatment monitoring tool [81,142]. It was found
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to be sensitive to treatment progression at the early stages
of liquefaction, while the tissue still maintains some elasticity
and supports the propagation of shear waves, but not in
later stages, when it is nearly liquid. In addition, for reliable
measurement of shear wave velocity the imaging probe had
to be located close to the region being liquefied, thus pre-
cluding the use of SWE in the typical coaxial geometry and
limiting it to inter-treatment and post-treatment scenarios.

An alternative way to evaluate changes in tissue elasticity
is to measure its response to the impact imparted on it by
each histotripsy pulse through acoustic radiation force
and/or bubble cloud collapse. Intact or partially intact tissue
that still maintains its elasticity will rebound, whereas lique-
fied tissue will not, and may flow in the opposite direction.
Thus, ultrafast Doppler imaging realized by the co-axial imag-
ing probe was proposed to measure target tissue motion in
response to intrinsic threshold [143] and boiling histotripsy
pulses [16]. Because of the differences in pulse duration, the
reported tissue motion was also different. The acoustic radi-
ation force induced by a milliseconds-long boiling histotripsy
pulse causes tissue displacement or liquid streaming away
from a transducer during the pulse. Conversely, short intrin-
sic threshold histotripsy pulses do not impart significant radi-
ation force, but the net motion of asymmetrically collapsing
bubbles within the cloud is hypothesized to cause displace-
ment away from the transducer. After the pulse transfers the
momentum to the tissue in both histotripsy methods, the tis-
sue rebounds toward the transducer, albeit at very different
velocities - on the order of 1 cm/s for intrinsic threshold and
30–100 cm/s for boiling histotripsy. Therefore, different lique-
faction indicators were proposed for the two techniques. For
intrinsic threshold histotripsy, the time-to-peak rebound vel-
ocity was found to grow and then saturate with tissue lique-
faction due to progressively longer lasting bubbles. For
boiling histotripsy, the absolute value of the rebound vel-
ocity was found to increase from approximately 20 to over
100 cm/s and then saturate as tissue liquefied. Further, the
tissue velocity was found to also be dependent on the size
of the liquefied lesion: in larger lesions the tissue was
observed to flow away from the transducer at velocities
exceeding 100 cm/s when fully liquefied. These promising
findings warrant further investigation of tissue motion in
response to histotripsy pulses and development and valid-
ation of quantitative treatment feedback metrics based on
ultrafast Doppler.

5.3. Alternative imaging guidance methods

While one of the biggest advantages of all histotripsy
approaches is that they can be guided and monitored with
ultrasound due to the high change in impedance between
soft tissues and bubbles, ultrasound imaging guidance is
very difficult when a bone is in the ultrasound imaging path.
Two big areas where histotripsy is being investigated include
targets behind the ribs and in the brain. Some researchers
have turned to magnetic resonance (MR) imaging as an alter-
native. Anthony et al. [144] compared B-mode ultrasound to
T2-, T1- and diffusion-weighted MR imaging after the

creation of shock-scattering histotripsy lesions in tissues and
tissue-mimicking phantoms and found that passive cavitation
imaging provided a better prediction of liquefaction than
post-treatment assessment via B-mode or MR images. They
also found that T2-weighted images more accurately
reflected liquefaction than posthoc B-mode imaging. As MR
is expected to be particularly useful for brain monitoring, Lu
et al. [122] evaluated pre- and post-MR imaging of in vivo
porcine brains before and after treatment through an ex vivo
human skull. They found MR-evident lesions were confined
within the intended target volume and a good correlation
between histologically evident and MR-visible ablation zones.
Thus, while MR is potentially feasible to monitor the lesion
post-histotripsy therapy, it cannot provide real-time feedback
as to the development of the lesion. Additionally, the size
and cost diminish some of the point-of-care benefits of ultra-
sound-guided histotripsy therapy. Research into cone beam
computed tomography (CBCT) to monitor histotripsy treat-
ment is in its early stages. Toward that end, Kutlu et al. [145]
have developed a red-blood-cell phantom layered with bar-
ium for lesion visualization on B-mode ultrasound and CBCT.
Wagner et al. [146] used a combination of CBCT and 2D
fluoroscopy to improve targeting and allow for full automa-
tion of the histotripsy treatment without ultrasound guid-
ance. CBCT is a promising technology for automating
histotripsy treatments; however, it still suffers from a lack of
real-time feedback as to the progression of the treatment.

6. Conclusions

Just like most successful tissue ablation methods, histotripsy
has evolved into a collection of complementary techniques,
each with specific instrumentation requirements, inherent
advantages and limitations that only partially overlap. This,
in turn, has expanded the number of current and potential
clinical applications of histotripsy and facilitated the acceler-
ation of research addressing common challenges of the his-
totripsy techniques. Given the promising results of the first
clinical trials and continued progress in preclinical and instru-
mentation research, this growth is expected to continue.
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